
This resource includes 16 Thanksgiving-themed
Prepositions of Place Boom Cards. Boom Cards are self-
checking, digital task cards that are hosted at Boom
Learning. 

In this digital activity, your students will look at the picture
and then click on the sentence which contains the correct
preposition (from three options). If the student clicks 
the correct sentence, they will be taken to the 
next slide. If they choose an 
incorrect sentence, they will be 
prompted to try again. 

If you're new to Boom Cards, 
the following pages contain 
all the information you need 
to get started with Boom!

CLICK HERE FOR A PLAYABLE PREVIEW.

BOOM CARDS
from Spark ESL

https://wow.boomlearning.com/
https://wow.boomlearning.com/deck/q-wwxEbmb9WhEpZunem?ref=tpt


BOOM CARDS
What You Need To Know

a laptop, desktop computer or tablet (you will need the
Boom Learning App if using a tablet)
a connection to a modern internet browser (Safari,
Chrome, Firefox etc)
a Boom Learning account- free and paid accounts are
available

Boom Cards are self-checking, digital task cards that are
hosted at Boom Learning. A set of Boom Cards is called a
Deck. 

What do I need to use Boom Cards?

What kind of account do I need?
You can use Boom for free or you can opt to pay for a
premium account. A paid account will allow you 
to get reports about student progress and 
activity, assign students multiple 
decks to work on and create an 
entire classroom of student 
logins. You can see Boom’s very 
affordable pricing structure HERE.

https://wow.boomlearning.com/
https://wow.boomlearning.com/


How do I assign Boom Cards to students?
With a free account, you can assign the Boom Cards with
"Fast Pins," (play provides instant feedback for self-
grading). Fast Play is always a free way for students to
engage with Boom Cards. Students do not require an
account to play.

To create a fast pin, log in to your Boom account and click
on your Library. Next to each set of Boom Cards is a drop-
down menu that says "Actions". Click then menu, then
select "Fast Pin". Lastly, click "Generate Pin". A link will be
generated which students can click to play. Additional
assignment options are available with a premium account.

Where can I go for more information about 
Boom Learning?
There is a great Help Section on 
the Boom Learning website and 
their YouTube Channel is also 
very informative. Check out these 
two sources for more information 
about Boom Learning. 

BOOM CARDS
What You Need To Know

https://wow.boomlearning.com/help
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCGfVgpZ_RnOY5GFgYY6zN-g

